
7th Grade - RESEARCH PAPER DATES AND DEADLINES 2022 - 2023
<www.nhd.org>

(Each student must complete a research paper whether working individually or in a group for National History Day)

Assignment Teacher Due Date
Topic organizer (Frontier in History) with clearly stated relationship to theme                             Ms. Turnock Thurs. Sept. 15

Key Points of NHD using Google Docs Ms. Turnock
NHD Theme (Frontier ) Thurs. Sept. 22
Impact Thurs. Sept. 29
Influence Thurs. Oct. 6
Importance                                                                                        Thurs. Oct. 13

Bring in all sources (books, magazines, copies from Internet); Research begins                  Ms. Sullivan/Turnock Sept. 26 - 30
using Google Docs + Google Classroom

— begin working on notes for paper/project
— begin working on bibliography

Bibliography  (follow MLA format) worked on in class.  You                                                   Ms. Sullivan/Turnock                       Oct. 10 - 14
must have at least 4 sources  (2 SECONDARY AND 2 PRIMARY).

Title page and typed introductory paragraph Ms. Sullivan                                 Thurs. Oct. 20

First page of paper typed                                                                                                           Ms. Sullivan Thurs. Nov. 3

In-class work time                                                                                                                      Ms. Sullivan Nov. 14 - 18

Research paper  (with title page and annotated bibliography)                                                   Ms. Sullivan Nov. 29 - Dec. 2

http://www.nhd.org


TOPIC: Frontiers in History:  People, Places, Ideas

-Be sure to keep checking due dates.  You want to hand things in on time and not fall behind.

-Some of your work will be started in class, and some will even be completed in class.  It is your responsibility to be sure and
have the materials needed to work.

-We will use the next several weeks to take notes and update information.  You will be reviewing how to correctly write topic
sentences, annotating a bibliography, note cards, in-text citations  and your final paper.

- It is your responsibility to be sure the directions and rubrics given in class  are followed.  You are free to use the school’s computers  and Chrome
books when available.  Make appointments to come early to school or stay late if you are falling behind in the classwork sections of class.

-Primary and secondary sources must be separated in the “Annotated Bibliography” and placed in alphabetical order.  DO NOT
cite pictures in your research paper.  You have none!

*Research Paper:
Minimum required primary sources -   2
Minimum of total sources - 4
Required length - 750 - 1000 words

*Process Paper/Final Project:
Minimum required primary sources -     5
Minimum of total sources - 10
Required length - 400 - 500 words


